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of the technology for all needs

Smart Living Experience
For over 20 years, Domintell has been focusing on developing smart building
management systems. From designing software to the production of our own
hardware, and ensuring the technical support of our equipment. Domintell is unique
in how it masters its whole value-chain.
Nearly 10,000 installations, in over 35 countries, run on the Domintell technology.
To the great satisfaction of our customers, our technology has proven to be highly
durable and stable. Moreover, we have always been making sure that our systems
could continuously improve.
Domintell is well-known for the user-friendliness of its system, as much regarding
configuration during the installation as its daily use. Despite this simplicity, Domintell
delivers a high level of performance.
Its technology is suitable for residential or professional use. It suits high-end houses
as much as classic ones, hotels, nursing homes, offices, factories, shopping malls,
etc. And that within every budget.
Safety, energy management, comfort, Internet-of-Things, mobile app, etc. The
scope of features covered by the Domintell system keeps growing, in order to stay
at the forefront of the innovation in our field.
Welcome to the Smart Living Experience by Domintell.

Nicolas Vryghem
Director

Residential experience.

Made in Belgium
Based in Nivelles, Belgium we develop, manufacture
and distribute our own complete building
automation system based on an industrial bus
standard (RS485) and/or wireless based on the
Bluetooth Low-Energy® standard. Thanks to these
standards, our system remains opened to thirdparty solutions.
Mastering our whole value chain, we offer the best
knowledge for the residential market equipped with
our technology.
We are proud to provide a lasting and reliable
system. Easy to install and configure, our userfriendly system grants a comprehensive service for
all types of residences.
Our development team improves our technology
everyday according to your needs. With Domintell
we always offer you complete home automation.
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Comfort for all types of
residences
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An answer to all needs
A home is a place where people literally have to feel at home.
The many possibilities and the range of sleek designed
automation functions from Domintell make comfortable and
user-friendly homes. Each type of residence requires its own
specific functionalities. All owners have their own specific wishes.
Both can be applied to our home automation system due to
the endless configuration options.

•
•
•
•
•
•

User-friendly touchscreens with many options
Unique presence simulation, for safety
Preprogrammed light scenes
Energy-efficient temperature profiles
Use of sensors for even more comfort
Remote communication
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Integrated system
Domintell is an integrated system. In concrete
terms, this means all touchscreens and control
panels are connected together. They can be
paired with all devices: owners of houses use
them according to their own needs. Whether it
is about controlling the light, turning on the radio
or setting the heating: all functionalities can be
programmed for one button. This design gives the
Domintell system an added value that makes the
most complex scenarios possible and guarantees
an optimum ease of configuration.
The configuration of the installation is done via
the GoldenGate software. Developed by our
team, this user-oriented software works with a
drag & drop system. It has never been funnier to
configure your home automation installation.
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Safety
Feeling safe at home is important for the living comfort.
Domintell offers access control, cameras and connection to an
alarm system.
Thanks to access control, the owners themselves decide who
gets access to their private property. The system recognizes
a fingerprint, tag or code. With an integrated camera in the
intercom, the owner can see who is at the door or gate and
can talk to that person, even remotely. It is possible to see
afterwards who rang the bell, also when it was not answered.
With the Domintell camera system, a home becomes safer.
Cameras repel intruders and record what is happening on the
private property.
Thanks to its open protocol, Domintell can be linked to most
alarm systems. The alarm system can be switched on and off
from each touchscreen, smartphone or tablet.
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A home with unmatched
atmosphere
The Domintell house
Main equipments

Sensors and commands
Door / Window sensor
Control touchscreen
LCD touchscreens (Light / T° / Curtains / Audio)
Presence / Motion sensor
Audio amplifier
Room access

Actuators
Lights
Curtains
Alarm
HVAC
RGBW LED strip
Videophone
Cameras

Centralized control,
total comfort.
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An all-around
bus system
Standard house installation
Features
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Also operated with Bluetooth Low Energy®
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Remote communication
Not home? The Domintell system
can also be controlled remotely with
the Domintell Pilot app. This easy-toconfigure and intuitive application
allows you to safely access your
installation from anywhere and to
control it at will with a smartphone or
a tablet.
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Design
The series of control panels and
touchscreens perfectly fits in
every type of home. The design is
extensive, from classic to modern,
with numerous colors and materials
possible combinations.
These touchscreens can be
customized with pictures or icons
that can be uploaded directly to the
screen.
Even though the Domintell devices
get the best from our system, it can
aslo be operated with third-party
devices of your choice.

• Smooth navigation on the touchscreens
• High quality materials for long-term use
• Define up to 6 different actions on a single
button
• Personalize your control panels from the
Metal Collection
• Smart devices working with audio, sensors,
blinds, lights and more
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Smart savings
Manage energy consumption
and configure the devices
with the Domintell technology.
The consumption can then be
optimized. With the right settings, a
smart and autonomous home will
be created, triggering savings for
water, electricity, etc.
Thanks to your different types
of sensors, specific measures of
motion, climate or humidity can
trigger actions in your installation,
therefore optimizing your energy
savings and comfort.
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Girona (Spain)

Jurmala (Latvia)
For over 20 years, Domintell has
been the specialist of smart
building management systems.
www.domintell.com

Elversele (Belgium)

Berg en Dal (Netherlands)
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